One-Step-Plus™ Automatic Pack Slip Applicator
Auto applies a full 8.5”x 11” packing sheet and shipping label

Accelerate Pack and Ship
One-Step-Plus™ automatically prints and applies a combination packing sheet and shipping label. The technology eliminates the manual labor of hand applying labels and documents. The system prints, folds, and tucks a high resolution laser printed packing sheet securely under the removable shipping label. Each step is fully validated to assure the highest accuracy in shipment documentation. One-Step-Plus™ can perform the equivalent work of 6-8 operators. It’s ideally suited to operations shipping 1,500 or more orders per day. Get One-Step-Plus™ and accelerate the productivity of your order fulfillment operation. Reduce labor, increase shipment throughput, and gain a competitive edge!

Technology is the Key!
Real-time Distribution Software RDS ™, Numina’s advanced warehouse control system, is a proven solution for automating labeling applications throughout distribution operations. RDS ™ directly controls parcel tracking, conveyor, identification, weighing, labeling and the validation of the entire process. This technology precisely prints and applies the pack sheet and shipping label providing an error-free unattended operation.

The shipping label is printed and held on the applicator tamp. The packing sheet is printed, folded and applied to the bottom of the shipping label. The shipping label is then applied to the top of the carton with the packing sheet securely placed under the removable label.

Watch the One-Step-Plus™ demonstration video at NuminaGroup.com/videos. Call Numina Group’s sales team at (630) 343-2600 for further details or to request a visit from a company representative.
Numina Group is a reliable and proven material handling automation integrator with 30 plus years of industry expertise. We design and implement technologies and warehouse control software to improve productivity in order fulfillment and manufacturing operations. Our solutions combine best practices with innovative automation technologies to eliminate problems found throughout distribution processes. Our solutions and technology reduce labor and increase throughput, enabling clients to gain a competitive advantage in the markets they serve!

Real-time Distribution System, RDS™ is our versatile Warehouse Execution and Control System, (WCS). It combines the latest advancements in speaker independent voice picking with real-time control of material handling in manufacturing and distribution.

RDS™ manages process improvements in Omni-channel, E-commerce, Medical and other manufacturing applications. The software is modular, scalable, and highly flexible with the ability to be customized to the customer’s specific requirements. It supports integrating picking, conveyors, sorting controls, vertical storage carousels, ASRS, document print-insertion and print and apply labeling into a unified application. RDS™ interfaces to existing ERP and WMS to enable best practices and lean process improvements with real-time material handling automation.

RDS™ - WCS Pre-developed application control modules include:

- Receiving/Cross Docking – Inbound Audit with Print and Apply Labeling
- Cartonization – Carton selection for split case picking based on SKU cube and weight
- Order Release Optimization – Omni-channel work load balancing with order release matched to shipment type and delivery rules
- RDS Voice™ – Picking, Replenishment, Receiving, and other voice directed work tasks
- Order Validation – Inline Weight, Barcode & Vision Capture, and Audit
- Conveyor Controls – Including Carton Zone Routing for split case orders
- Sorting – Sorter controls including Shoe, Tilt- Tray, Bombay, and Cross-Belt
- Vertical Storage Units – ASRS Systems and other goods to man automation
- In-Line Packing – Void fill, Pack sheet generate/insert, and Carton sealing
- Print and Apply Labeling – Automated labeling for Packing Slips, Pack Sheets, Shipping and Compliance labels
- Labor Management – Operational performance Web based diagnostics reporting tools.

Numina Group will partner with your team to define lean processes that eliminate bottlenecks and excessive labor. We accelerate performance and profitability throughout order fulfillment operations. As a full service integrator, we consult, design and implement WCS, control system upgrades, streamline pick, pack, and ship operations, conveyor systems and material handling requirements for existing and new distribution centers. Call Numina Group’s experienced team to explore how we can work together and develop the right solution for your requirements.

Call 630-343-2629 and find out what a leaner process coupled with Smarter, Faster, Better Automation will do for your operation!